BioFree Tubing™
All DentalEZ Delivery Systems come standard with BioFree tubing on
all internal water lines and handpiece tubings. The BioFree tubing
has been physically imbedded with silver ions.
BioFree tubing can remain effective for several years without
maintenance however it must be regularly maintained. We
recommend Sterisil® waterline treatment products to regenerate the
silver ions. When properly maintained, the BioFree tubing will remain
effective for the normal life of the dental unit. CitriSil™ tablets keep
dental water safe by maintaining clean dental unit water lines.
Product Features
 Suppresses the growth of bacteria, algae, fungus, mold and
mildew
 Minimizes the need for flushing and the use of corrosive
chemicals
 Reduces line clogging, water flow restrictions and sticky
handpieces
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Clean Water System
Operation of the clean water system is as follows:
 Flip the toggle switch (A) to the ON position.
 Flip the toggle switch (B) to change usage from bottle water to
city water.
 Check the gauge (C) pressure. It should read 40 PSI.
 To adjust water pressure, turn the set screw (D) on the
regulator located on the underside of the manifold.
 To remove the bottle (E), first flip the toggle switch (A) to the
OFF position, and then unscrew it from the assembly.
Empty the bottle at the end of each day. Then before the day's first
procedure, fill it with fresh clean water and follow the Citrisil
Maintenance guidelines.
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Citrisil
Once a month use CitriSil’s shock oxidizer and enhanced mineral
deposit cleaner, an effervescent orange tablet to remove mineral
related waterline deposits. Then with each self -contained water
bottle refill, simply add the maintenance tablet.
As the tablet dissolves, Sterisil’s patented formulation is released,
which automatically removes mineral related deposits within dental
unit water lines.
CitriSil™ is safe for patients and clinicians, and won’t harm dental
equipment. It does not produce odor or taste and does not adversely
affect composite bond strength.
CitriSil™ also maintains Bio-Free™ tubing and bottle products
installed in many new dental units.
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